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Hand detection in cluttered scene images
using Fourier-Mellin invariant features
Lluís Gómez i Bigordà, David Masip, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya
Abstract — This paper proposes an automatic hand detection system that combines the Fourier-Mellin Transform along with
other computer vision techniques to achieve hand detection in cluttered scene color images. The proposed system uses the
Fourier-Mellin Transform as an invariant feature extractor to perform RST invariant hand detection. In a first stage of the system
a simple non-adaptive skin color-based image segmentation and an interest point detector based on corners are used in order
to identify regions of interest that contains possible matches. A sliding window algorithm is then used to scan the image at
different scales performing the FMT calculations only in the previously detected regions of interest and comparing the extracted
FM descriptor of the windows with a hand descriptors database obtained from a train image set. The results of the performed
experiments suggest the use of Fourier-Mellin invariant features as a promising approach for automatic hand detection.
Index Terms — Automatic hand detection, Fourier-Mellin Transform, RST-invariant object representation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A

UTOMATIC recognition of objects in uncontrolled
environments remains an important open problem
in the area of artificial intelligence. There are countless ar
eas of research with great interest in the techniques of ob
ject recognition, for example in the fields of image indexa
tion, digital watermarking, face detection and facial recog
nition, character recognition, tracking and counting ob
jects, stabilizing video signals, image resgistration and
much more. All these cases are an evidence that object
recognition have a central role in present and future ap
plications of computer vision in our daily lives.
The state of the art on object recognition shows a grow
ing tendency to use methods that combine techniques
from different disciplines, such as artificial intelligence
and machine learning, statistical analysis, signal process
ing or image filtering, resulting in a number of different
hybrid methods that address the problem of object recog
nition with varying efficiency depending on how the
problem to solve is defined. Thus, for example, there are
methods and procedures that work best in face detection
and others do for character recognition. There is no single
method that can solve the problem of object recognition in
general terms in a 100% effective way.
Hand detection, and other objects which can exist in a
infinite bunch of different forms in an image, is one of the
most difficult recognition tasks to achieve. One of the
main problems of automatic recognition of objects in gen
eral, and specifically on hand detection, is the great diver
sity of different versions in which the same object can be
presented. These differences between objects of the same
class can not only come from the inherit interclass vari
ability, nor to changes in the characteristics of the image,

such as lighting conditions or the viewpoint of the ob
server, but also from the fact that we can find the object in
any position within the image, or at different scales and
rotations. This highly complicates the recognition of ob
jects because it is very difficult to establish a correct corre
spondence between pixels in different images.
The algorithms used for object recognition mainly dif
fer in the features on which the recognition is based.
There are a lot of effective methods for extracting features
of an image, methods in the state of the art include the
Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [1], the Haar
like features, the FourierMellin Transform [2] – [5], which
is sometimes modified in order to achieve a better perfor
mance [6]  [8], along with a long list of invariant mo
ments such as Hu, Legendre, Zernike, PseudoZernike,
Chebyshev, or the own FourierMellin moments [2], [9].
The present research focus on the FourierMellin Trans
form as a feature extraction method. The method used
here for calculating the FourierMellin Transform [4] has
been used successfully on numerous occasions. In the
state of the art of object recognition are many and diverse
applications of the FourierMellin Transform based de
scriptors, from "synthetic" environments which simply
seek to demonstrate the invariance properties of the
FourierMellin Transform [7] [8] to very efficient methods
in face recognition with one example image per person
[4], to search handwritten documents [6], detection of dig
ital watermarks, registration (or alignment) of satellite im
ages, image spam filtering [5] or face detection [9].
As the aim of this paper is mainly to search for evi
dence of the feasibility of hand detection using Fouri
erMellin Transform based descriptors in the simplest
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method possible, sophisticated supervised machine learn
ing classification algorithms are not used here. Although
these shall be logical in this kind of object detection tasks,
We understand those are more appropriate for a future
work. As an alternative to stateoftheart machine learn
ing classifiers We use a brute force search algorithm based
on sliding window, which despite being computationally
expensive offers a simple way to check the validity of the
FourierMellin feature descriptors, and at the same time
allows us to avoid the complexity and long lasting process
of sophisticated classifiers training. Our approach consists
in a first stage where a set of training sample images are
analyzed to create a database of FourierMellin descrip
tors, and a second stage where the sliding window algo
rithm search for matches comparing the FM descriptor of
all possible windows in a test image with the patterns
stored in the database.
Two other computer vision techniques of easy imple
mentation have been used in combination with the sliding
window algorithm in order to reduce computational cost:
a simple skin colorbased segmentation and a well known
interest points detector, which have helped improving
both the computing cost and the efficiency of the method.

•

Finally, estimate the magnitude of the Discrete
Fourier Transform (1) of the matrix resulting
from the previous step.

2 IMPLEMENTATION
2.1 Fourier-Mellin invariant feature extractor
In general terms, the basic idea behind the FourierMellin
Transform is to convert the changes in rotation, scale and
translation (RST) to translations on any axis of the trans
formed image, as that translations can be properly “cor
rected” using the magnitude of the Fourier Transform.
It is well known that the rotation of an image at an an
gle ф causes a rotation in the Fourier Transform of the
same angle and in the same direction, and that changing
spatial scale in an image by a factor ρ cause a change of
scale in the magnitude of its Fourier Transform by a factor
1/ρ² and in frequency by a factor 1/ρ [7].
An invariant descriptor based on the FourierMellin
Transform can be obtained with the following chain of
transforms [4], [6], [7]:
•

First estimate the magnitude of the 2D Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) of the original image.

•

Then apply a mapping from Cartesian coordi
nates to polar logarithmic coordinates.

Figure 1: Stages to obtain an invariant descriptor based on the
FourierMellin Transform
The FourierMellin Transform itself is not scale invari
ant, but one can add some scale invariance with a simple
normalization procedure on the outcome of logpolar co
ordinates mapping previously described [7] resulting in a
useful modification of the FourierMellin Transform[6].
However, this will not be the case in the present method
as in our case the image will be scanned using a sliding
window algorithm where all possible window sizes will
be analyzed. Thus implies to have all the FM descriptors
in our database in a fixed resolution, and then convert all
possible windows scanned to same scale before to do the
FM Transform.
Obviously, the performance of the descriptors obtained
that way may vary depending on the resolution on which
we decide to work. Finest resolutions for the first DFT
achieves better performance but at the same time increas
es computational cost exponentially. In order to obtain an
acceptable balance between precision and computational
cost a first set of experiments have been done (see Experi
ments section below). The experiments concluded that
taking the first DFT (1) at a 64x64 resolution achieve a
considerable increase of performance that can't be under
estimated in order to obtain an acceptable detection rate
in the final detector.
However, a 64x64 size for a feature descriptor is an un
desirable big size for our purposes as, although the FM
Transform can be fast computed for that size, We'll be per
forming lots of FM descriptor comparisons when we scan
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an image with the sliding window algorithm. In order to
reduce the dimensions of our feature descriptors We can
take advantage of an important property of the Fourier
Transform: the magnitude of low frequencies contain
more image information than the higher ones. Several
lowpass filters has been tested in order to reduce the di
mension of our descriptors without loosing information,
thus We added a new step in our feature extractor which
crops the last obtained DFT magnitude to a 16x16 matrix
in the center. This dimensionality reduction of the de
scriptors notably reduces computational cost in the slid
ing window procedure achieving same detection rate as
with the unfiltered descriptors.
Finally, a last improvement is introduced to our feature
extractor to remove differences introduced by rotating the
same image over a fixed analysis window:

Figure 2: A squared window of the original image (on the left)
and on the rotated version (right) doesn't contain the same in
formation.
As shown in the above images the rotated image shows
informations in the corners of the window that where not
present in the original image, at the time that hides the
pixels originally in those corners. Applying a circular
mask to the input image of our feature extractor those dif
ferences disappear, and thus the FM feature descriptors of
both images will match better:
Figure 4: Stages of our FourierMellin feature extractor.

2.2 Sliding window search method

Figure 3: Applying a circular mask to the windows on both
original image (left) and the rotated version (right) the informa
tion shown is now practically identical.
Although the mask improvement fits better for a 2D
object detection system, has been proved to be useful in
our experiments where the training descriptors comes
from an image set where hands are annotated as bound
ing boxes that likely introduce distracting information on
the corners.

Sliding window algorithms have been a commonly used
method for many years in the field of object detection.
Those are simply based on evaluation of a score classifier
in all possible rectangular subregions of an image, the
maximal scores found indicates possible locations for the
searched object. As the the number of unique rectangles
in an N×N image is of the order N⁴, the exhaustive task is
in general computationally temporarily intractable, and
thus impossible to be done.
In our particular case, the score classifier computes the
distance between the local FMT descriptor and each hand
FMT descriptors in our database:

The stages of our final FourierMellin feature extractor
are shown in the image below:
So, the exhaustive search task implies N⁴ MFT feature
extractions and comparing of all them with a 300 descrip
tors database.
In order to speed up the search process, several heuris
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tics which reduce the number of evaluated windows have
been applied:
•

Search only inside human bounding boxes pro
vided for the image test set.

•

Allow only perfect square windows of certain
fixed sizes.

On the other hand, local optimization methods have
been used to identify regions of interest in the image
where a hand is more probable to be found: a simple skin
colorbased segmentation and a well known interest
points detector. Although this techniques reduced consid
erably the computation cost of our sliding window algo
rithm it's also true that can lead to false detections or even
complete misses of the searched hands, for example when
skin color is not well classified.

2.3 Skin color-based segmentation
The simplest skin color classifiers are based on delimiting
the subspace of skin color within the color space in which
them work, for example in the RGB color space the sim
plest skin colorbased classifier provides an upper and
lower threshold for each color component (Red, Green
and Blue) so that if a pixel has all the RGB values between
this thresholds is considered to be skin.
To obtain certain resistance to different lighting condi
tions, such as the color of the light and shadows, the chro
matic color space or “normalized RGB” [10], [11] is used.
Chromatic colors also known as “pure colors in absence
of luminance”, are defined by a normalization process
that uses a proportional part of each color:

Figure 5: An image from the train set (left) and the output im
age (right) of the skin segmentation operator (6).

2.4 Interest points detector
In general terms the concept of interest points relies on
the idea that some points exist in an image that are distin
guishing and stable features that can be accurately local
ized. The classical approach to detect interest points of an
image is based on the Harris corner algorithm[12]. In our
system the Shi & Tomasi[13] variation is used, as it's im
plemented in several programming languages and plat
forms and widely available.
For their own nature, hands usually presents sharp
shapes that often match with interest points of the image.
We have found that around 90% of the 351 hands in our
train image set have at least one interest point inside their
bounding boxes.
Thus, the interest points detector is the second opti
mization method used as a regions of interest finder for
the sliding window algorithm, but also is used to purge
the FMT feature descriptors database removing the hands
that don't match with interest points, considering them as
bad hand “examples” for our purposes.

(4) Definition of the chromatic color space.
Note that Bc is omitted because its value is redundant:

The chromatic color space provides a commonly
known and simple way to quickly detect skin color pixels
via the following classifier:

(6) Simple skin chromatic colorbased classifier.
Using the simple skin chromatic colorbased classifier
(6) as a boolean pixel operation a skin segmentation is
performed in order to identify the regions of interest
where the sliding window algorithm will perform FMT
calculations and comparisons.

Figure 6: An image from the train set (left) and the output im
age (right) of the interest points detector.

3 EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Fourier-Mellin invariant feature analysis
A first experiment was designed in order to verify the in
variant properties of our FMT feature extractor. Only im
ages from the train set where used in this experiment.
One by one a collection of train images where modified
using an automated tool to randomly perform RST varia
tions, the modified image was then fully scanned with the
sliding window algorithm. Rotations where performed in
any angle from 0 to 360 degrees, and scaling at different
form factors from 0.8 to 2. Initially smaller form factors
where allowed but the method was unable to work prop
erly with very small windows (p.e. 10x10) resulting for ex
ample from the 0.5 downsizing of an image with a hand
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in a 20x20 bounding box, which is a frequent size in our
data set. However, this limitation is not a weakness of the
FMT, but rather a threshold for the minimum information
necessary to recognize an object, because correct detec
tions were obtained downsizing with a scale factor of 0.5
in images with larger hands.
We tested the method in a set of 20 images, each one
randomly transformed in 5 different ways, so the total
amount of scanned images was 100.
When the sliding window is performed with only one
descriptor in the database (the one obtained from the
scanned image in its original version), the achieved hand
detection was 98%. It's important to appreciate that (by
chance) none of the images in this set have any hand in re
gions classified as nonskin by the skin colorbased classi
fier, otherwise, of course, the number of misses would
have increased.
Several rotated images with correct hand detection are
shown below (green boxes means the minimal value of
the distance (3), red ones are other lowdistance
windows):
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so when all the 307 FMT descriptors extracted from the
training set are compared one by one with each possible
windows. In this case the hand detection rate decrease
around 22%. Most of the misleading detections involve
distraction zones where, despite not having a strong hand
appearance, the FMT distance score classifier concentrates
maximal values in a surprising manner. Next figure
shows an evidence of this behavior:

Figure 8: Correct hand detection on an image from the test
set(left), misleading detection on a rotated version(center), and
hand detection probabilistic representation (right) of the rotated
image.
The image on the left of Figure 8 is the original image
as it is in the training set, and obviously the detector
works perfect there (with distance (3) equals to zero), the
second image is a misleading classification for a 354 de
grees rotated variation, the classifier not only gets the
minimal distance (3) far from the hand but also the hand
is totally ignored for all the other possible matches shown
in red. The third image in Figure 8 is a probabilistic repre
sentation of the score function of our classifier: alls win
dows with a distance under a quite permissive threshold
are drawn in red tones, the darkness ones are the less
probable matches and the lighter red ones are the closest
to some FM descriptor in the database (i.e. distance (3) is
closest to zero). The big concentration of lighter red boxes
around the head of the woman character somehow sug
gest the existence of weak descriptors in the database that
should be purged in some way in order to achieve better
results. This, however, is out of the scope for this experi
ment, but remains as one of the possible extensions of the
presented method.

3.2 A real world hand detector

Figure 7: Correct hand detections on rotated images from the
train set.
Things change to worse when the full database is used,

Being demonstrated a sufficient robustness for our FM in
variant feature extractor another experiment was per
formed in order to test the method in a real world hand
detection task. In this case the images of the train set are
only used to feed the FM descriptors database which the
sliding window algorithm uses to calculate distances (3)
in the score classifier.
No previous information is revealed about the input
images for this experiment, any kind of color images inde
pendently on how cluttered their scenes are, with abso
lutely no relation with the train images, can be part of the
test set. Thus this is a real world application and, as stated
before, hand detection in this conditions is one of the
most complicated tasks in the field of object recognition.
Images with misleading skin detection or without in
terest points on the hands present where removed from
the test set and are not part of the final detection rate. The
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proposed method was applied into an alternate set of 86
images achieving a hand detection rate of 9'3%. Again the
misleading detections seems to be introduced by weak de
scriptors in the database.
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ture extraction based on FourierMellin approach for single example image
per person", Pattern Recognition Letters, Vol. 31, Issue 13, pp. 18331841, 2010.
[3] Gotze N., Driie S., Hartmann G., "Invariant Object Recognition with Dis
criminant Features based on Local FastFourierMellin Transform", IEEE Inter
national Conference on Neural Networks, pp. 948951 vol.1, 2000.
[4] Van Den Dool R., "Image Processing Tools, FourierMellin Transform",
Stellenbosch University, (2011/06/19). Available: http://students.ee.
sun.ac.za/~riaanvdd/Tools%20%20FourierMellin%20Transform.doc
[5] H.Q. Zuo, X. Li, O. Wu, W.M. Hu, G. Luo., "Image spam filtering using
FourierMellin invariant features", IEEE International Conference on Acous
tics, Speech and Signal Processing, pp. 849852, 2009.
[6] Kountchev R., Todorov V., Kountcheva R., "Invariant Object Representa
tion with Modified MellinFourier Transform", 14th WSEAS International
Conference on Computers, pp. 232236 Volume I, 2010.

Figure 9: Some of the hands detected with the presented method.

CONCLUSION
Far from being a final solution, the proposed method
shows sufficient evidence to be considered and explored
in greater depth.
The robustness of the invariant properties of the FMT fea
ture descriptor have been confirmed by the experiments
and the rate of correct detections of the real world hand
detector, although low, is not far from results obtained
with other methods in the last PASCAL Challenge Work
shop celebrated jointly with ECCCV 2010.
The proposed method can be improved in many direc
tions, including but not limited to:
• Purge of weak descriptors, and construction of a
database of characteristic hand FMT descriptors.
• Use of a FMT descriptors pyramid at different
resolutions to achieve more accurate detection.
• Improve the segmentation of the skin with an
adaptive skincolor classifier.
• Use of state of the art supervised machine learn
ing classification algorithms.
• Reduction of the computing cost.
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